How Great Is Our God

arr. Steve Kellner

Verses
(tacet 1x)

Chorus

Bridge (Vocals only 2x)

1. DC to Verse
2. 3. Repeat to Chorus
4. To Bridge

1, 2. Repeat to Bridge

Trumpet 2
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Verse
Oh Lord, my God ....  (Tacet 1x)

Chorus
(Upper note on DS)  Play

Last x to CODA
Final Verse

(Play cued notes only if no tracks or keyboard)

CODA

Outro
How Great Thou Art
(Three verse version)

Verse
Oh Lord, my God ....

Chorus
(Three verse version)

Play

Last to CODA
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Trumpet 2

Verses

Chorus

Bridge (Vocals only 2x)

1, 2. Repeat to Bridge
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